
Catalouge for leather journals, guitar straps and other 
leather items. 
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Biography: 

 Amy (Skrocki) started selling her metal artwork, home decor and wire sculptural jewelry in 
2009. In 2010 she added handmade leather journals and leather portfolios to her line of work. In 
2013 she began to focus more on metal jewelry, accessories and wearable art. With Tanner’s involve-
ment in the creation to meet demands from increased sales and art shows. 

Amy and Tanner are largely self-taught and have developed their own techniques, tools and pat-
terns. Tanner specializes now in metal etching and hand finishing the leather items. Each metal piece 
is hand created without molds in our studio using precious metals and the highest quality brass and 
copper. Working with sheet metal and wire Amy and Tanner use traditional and modern metal–smith-
ing and blacksmithing techniques to form each piece. The leather work is created using a mixture 
of modern and traditional techniques. The leather is ethically sourced as a byproduct of the farming 
industry and is tanned using environmentally safe vegetable and tree bark tannins. 
To learn more about our processes and inspirations visit our website and blog.
 *some commercial findings are used.

About our leather pieces:
We can create limited and customized production runs using the same high quality materials as our 
regular selection of journals and etch your logo onto the flap, front or back cover (depending on the 
image). We own all of our own equipment which gives us complete creative and production control 
so we can make what you want in various sizes and colours. Please contact us regarding options and 
pricing! 

       Amy Skrocki - lead designer
       Tanner Skrocki

What do our pieces come with?
- A care card on how to care for your leather items. 
- A description of the process and that is it proudly made in Canada.



Hand Carved Series:

 Each book in this series is meticulously hand carved, hand dyed, and hand bound. Each image 
carved onto these books is an original created from our inspirations, which include: fantasy, travel-
ling to ancient ruins, history and mythology*. Some of these books are also hand painted with special 
leather paints and overlays**. The leather used is an ethically sourced tooling hide that softens in 
over time. All of the leather used for these books is vegetable tanned and is a byproduct of the food 
industry. Your customers will love the acid free card stock pages (160 writing / drawing surfaces), 
which are great for: writing, drawing, sketching, photographs, scrapbooking, calligraphy, pen, pencil, 
etc. The classic bind used on these books gives an elegant old-world finish and allows the user or lo-
cal book-binding clubs to easily rebind the book with any type of paper. The dyes used are an envi-
ronmentally friendly water based dye which leaves a rich hand-finished touch on each book bringing 
out the unique highlights, grains, and character of each piece of leather. Each hand carved design is 
available in large and small sizes***.

 Your logo can be etched onto the cover or your own stamp with your logo can be made and 
added to any of these books. *Some dyed may wash out the etching in this case a stamp is recom-
mended. In some cases we may be able to hand carve your logo on the books please enquire re-
garding availability and pricing. Your logo, slogans, and branding can also be added to the opening 
page(s) of the books please enquire for pricing.

Inventory of books is constantly changing and we are constantly making new books. For other ex-
amples please contact us. 

All books  6 x 9 or larger are available as wrap around strap or turn lock (available in antiqued gold 
or silver). Custom large books are available with handmade straps or metal components. Please see 
example on page 
The small books are only available as a wrap or with the swing clasp. 
Any metalwork designs in the other catalouges can be added to any of our products. Let us make a 
one of a kind item exclusive for your store. 

* If there is a different image you are looking for please contact us 
**Please enquire for pricing and colour availability for paints and overlays.
***All small books pictured in this section can also be made in the large size.

What good is a book?

Books have been used for centuries to chronicle every aspect of human life and knowledge but 
one of the most important things books have captured over time are the stories and spirit of those 
who poured themselves into the pages. Our books capture the romanticism of the classic journal 
or artists pad by employing a classic binding, high quality leather, and blank pages to beckon the 
imagination. Our collection dives deeper still into the owners life as each piece is created to be a 
stand-alone functional piece of artwork which can be filled with treasures from their minds, hearts 
and lives. As works of art they can be displayed prominently on a shelf or coffee table to create an 
eye-catching feature. Drawing from our love of travel and the classical era these books are intended 
to be taken into the moments that define people and used as the scribe to capture the events of 
the day or maybe of a life time. The acid free pages are ideal for writing, drawing, sketching, photo-
graphs, keepsakes, souvenirs, and more. Each book can have new pages added if the user wishes to 
keep using the jacket or would like to add their own preferred papers in. 



    Inside Some of Our Processes:

   Colours and Overlays for vegetable leather hand dyed items: 

Hand carving and tooling. We 
used traditional techniques to 
hand carved ad tool vegetable 
tanned leather. 

We hand dye each item with 3-4 
coats of professional quality dye. 
Each coat requires 8 or more hours 
of drying time. 

Our hand made leather stamps. 
We can customize these with 
your image or logo. Handpainted details. Available over logos, 

carvings etc. 

All hand carved books can be dyed in any of 
the colours presented on this swatch. Gold, 
silver and pearl overlays are also available to 
be added over any colour. 

Note: all colours will pick up the natural high-
lights and lowlights found in the leather. While 
these variations add a beautiful texture and 
character to each piece it does not give a 
solid colour like industrially dyed, heavily 
chemically dyed, leathers. Also each piece 
of leather, like wood, is different and has its 
own characteristics. These are not considered 
flaws.

*Depending on the leather, the dye is slightly different 
each time. 

1. Blue   2. Red
3. Yellow  4. Purple
5. Green  6. Black
7. Tan   8. Turquoise (dye costs more)
9. Medium Brown 10. Dark Brown
11. Bordeaux  12. Slate Grey (dye costs more)

Custom mixes of red and tan or red and brown 
are available upon request. Other custom 
blends are available. 



Hand carved and tooled large dragon shield journal. This dragon is our own design based on our 
studies of heraldic dragons. Size: 6x9 inches. Pictured below in red and blue. 
Item: LDBHC

Hand carved and tooled Tree of Life shield jour-
nal.This item is inspired by the Tree of Life and 
nature. The Leaves are hand painted with a high 
quality metallic leather paint. Item comes without 
gold leaves as well.  Paper: Card stock.
Size: 6x9 inches.
Pictured in green.
Item: HCTOL

Pocket sized Hand carved and tooled Tree of Life 
shield journal with hand painted tree and Trinity Knot 
Stamp on inside cover. 
Size: 4.5 x 6 inches
The pages of this book are acid free wheat straw 21 lb 
paper made from agricultural by products.
Available without handpainted gold and stamp also. 
Pictured in red. 
Item: PSHCTOL

Alternative style of tree 
journal. 
Size: 6x9 inches
Paper: Card stock.
Pictured in Bordeux and 
dark brown custom blend. 
Item: HCTOLA



Hand carved, dyed and painted Bee jour-
nal with flower stamp. This item has a hand 
carved bee on the outside flap with the bee 
handpainted in gold. Also available without 
handpainting.
Size 6 x 9 inches.  
Pictured in yellow. 
Paper: Card stock.
Item: HCPB

Hand carved and dyed Celtic knotwork journal
This item contains Celtic knotwork on the overlaying flap of the journal. Other Celtic im-
ages can be done upon request. Paper: Card stock.
Size 6x9 inches. 
Pictured in purple and turquiose. 
Item: HCCK

Pocket Sized Trinity knot 
books. 
Size: 4.5x6 inches
The pages of this book are 
acid free wheat straw 21 lb 
paper made from agricultural 
by products.
Pictured in turqouise, red and 
purple. 
Item: PSTKB



Hand carved, dyed and tooled skull large leather journal. Paper: Card stock.
Size 6x 9 inches. Pictured in slate grey and black custom blend dye. Item: HCTSLJ  

Pocket Sized Skull profile book. 
Size: 4.5 x 6 inch
The pages of this book are acid free wheat 
straw 21 lb paper made from agricultural by 
products.
Pictured in slate grey and red. 
Item: PSHCSB

Hand carved and painted 
flower journal. 
Size: 6 x 9 inches. 
Pictures in Turquiose. 
Paper: Card stock.
Item: HCPF



Hand carved and painted scarab book 
with alternative binding design. Hand 
painted details. Also available without 
handpainting. 
Paper: Card stock.
Size 6 x 9 inches.
Pictured in tan. 
Item: HCPSC

Hand carved Medusa with cus-
tom stamps and swing lock. 
Paper: Card stock.
Size: 6x9 inches
Pictured in black. 
Item: HCMCS

Pocket Sized Flower of Life book. Hand paint-
ed flower. Size: 4.5x6 inches
The pages of this book are acid free wheat 
straw 21 lb paper made from agricultural by 
products.
Pictured in blue. 
Item: PSHCFOL. 

Griffen hand carved and stamped journal.
Size: 9 x 6 inches
Pictured in Bordeux/red/dark brown custom 
blend. 
Paper: Card stock.
Can also be made in alternative shield flap. 
Item: HCGSJ



Metal shield book with angel 
Size: 6 x 9 inches
Pictured in black with handmade paper front page
Metal pictured is brass. Also available in copper. 
Item: MSWA

Metal shield cross with hand carv-
ing. 

Metal pictured: brass. 
Available in copper also. 
Pictured in custom tan and red 
blend dye.
Item MSCWHC



Dragon shield with hand carving.
pictured in crimson red and copper metal piece. 
Size: 6 x 9 inches
Item: DSWHC

Alberta shield book with single swing clasp.
Size 6 x 9 inches
Pictured in tan. 
Item: ASBWSC



Metal and leather mixed books. 

The brass shields are the product of a rigorous 35-45 step process. Starting with plain sheets of met-
al we design and create our components one at a time. Some of the key steps include preparing the 
metal and design work, etching the imagery and cutting custom shapes. Each piece is finished with a 
meticulous hand applied coloring process wherein each color is individually applied and often on dif-
ferent days to allow for the lengthy drying process (up to 72 hours). The majority of the other steps 
revolve around an absurd amount of sanding and cleaning, as well as, adding the finishing touches 
such as ear hooks, jump rings, soldering etc. Because of this no two items are identical and there are 
variations between each item.

The paper is some of the highest quality drawing or art paper and can be rebound when it is full. The 
size of this large book is 9 x 12.25 inches. A smaller dragon or archangel shield can be added to the 
9 x 6 inch book.

Metal dragon shield with 
hand carved archangel on 
back. 
Pictured is a dark brown/bor-
deux custom mix colour. 
Metal shield is pure copper. 
Item: DSAALRG

Metal Archangel Michael 
with hand carved dragon 
on the back of the book. 
Pictured is a dark brown/
bordeux custom mix colour. 
Metal shield is jewellers 
brass. 
Item: AMSDLRG

Side view



Templar journal with copper shield on front.
Size 6 x 9 inches. Paper: Card Stock
Pictured below is slate grey. 
Available in 6 x 9 inches only. 
Item: TSCJ

Viking shield in brass. 
Size 6 x 9 inches
Paper: Card Stock
Pictured beliw is medium 
brown
Available in 6 x 9 inches only. 
Item: VSBJ

Medallion books with one-of-a-kind medallions in copper or brass, large stamped circular leather 
and swig clasp journals. Metal piece is raised with different shapes and colour will be similar to the 
leather medallion that is riveted in place. Multiple colour combinations available. 
Paper: Card Stock
Size: 6 x 9 inches. 
Item: MEDBOOKS



Pocket Sized journal with tooling and brass or cop-
per metal cross.
Size: 4.5 x 6 inches
The pages of this book are acid free wheat straw 
21 lb paper made from agricultural by products. 
Pictured in dark brown.
Item: PSMCLJ

Abstract free form copper art 
piece with raised circle. 
320 pages double sided. 
Size: 9x 5.5
Pictured in black. 
Item: ACAPJ

This selection of books feature 
medium or black pre dyed leathers 
only. Contact for availability 
The books in this series have 320 writ-
ing surfaces (twice as many pages as 
our other books!). The pages of this 
book are acid free wheat straw 
21 lb paper made from agricultural by 
products. 
Size: 6x9 inches.
Images found in jewelry catalouge or 
any of the images in metal in this cata-
louge can be used.
Item: MPJBLACK (black journal option)
Item: MPJBROWN (brown journal op-

    Plain leather books with metal pieces attached



Laser Cut Books:

Pocket Sized Cut-Out book.
Size: 4.5 x 6 inch
The pages of this book are acid free 
wheat straw 21 lb paper made from 
agricultural by products.
Pictured in blue. 
Item: PSCBC cathedral window book
Item: PSBBC Butterfly book cutout

Large cut out book 
Size: 9 x 6 inches. 
Paper: Card Stock
Item: LCOBB butterfly book 
Item: LCOCB cathedral window 
book

Our laser cutaway books come in a variety of images and in large or small sizes. The books in this 
series can be made from veggie tan leather, which is hand dyed with any of the colours from page 
3, or a variety of pre-dyed leathers. Your logo and branding can be added to the opening page. For 
lighter colours, or for some of the pre-dyed leathers, your logo may be able to be added to the 
cover of the journal: please enquire. These books can have either wheat straw paper or card stock 
added to them: please enquire for pricing of paper options. Each of these books can be rebound.

Traveller’s or fauxdori journal:
Any of our images or designs can be made 
into a traveller’s journal. This journal comes 
with cords that keep small individual journals 
or folded papers together. The individual 
journals can easily be replaced with new 
booklets and it can come with one pocket, 
two pockets and a card case. These are great 
for travelling or for field work because you 
can fold up your sheets, tickets, receipts, 
maps, etc and slip them under the cord to 
keep them safely in place.
These journals hold standard 8.5 x 11 inch 
paper. Please inquire further if interested in 
this style of book. 



Laser Etched books:
Each book in this series is laser etched with our own 
custom images*. Made from a supple, antiqued Ital-
ian leather the books in this series come in either 
large or small sizes. This leather cannot be dyed 
but there are variations between the hides giving 
each piece its own unique characteristics. Your logo, 
slogans, or branding can be etched onto the cover 
and/or added to the opening page. We chose 21 lb 
wheat-straw paper, which is made of 80% recycled 
materials, for these books. The pages are acid free 
and are great for writing, sketching and drawing. 
Each of these books can be rebound. 
*If there is a different image you are interested in 

please contact us.

Stone lion journal in Italian an-
tiqued leather.
This gorgeous vintage style dis-
tressed leather is never the same 
twice. Every book has it’s own 
unique characteristics making 
each an individual experience. 
Size: 8.75 x 5.75 inches.
Also available in 4.5 x 6 inches.
Item: ANTSL

Lotus journal in Italian antiqued 
leather. 
This gorgeous vintage style dis-
tressed leather is never the same 
twice. Every book has it’s own 
unique characteristics making each 
an individual experience. 
Size: 4.5 x 6 inches.
Also available in 8.75 x 5.75 inches
Item: ANTLF

Celtic Cross journal in Italian antiqued leather. 
This gorgeous vintage style distressed leather is 
never the same twice. Every book has it’s own 
unique characteristics making each an individual 
experience. 
Size: 4.5 x 6 inches.
Also available in 8.75 x 5.75 inches
Item: ANTCC



Dragon shield journal in Italian antiqued leather. 
This gorgeous vintage style distressed leather is never the same 
twice. Every book has it’s own unique characteristics making each 
an individual experience. 

Size: 4.5 x 6 inches.
Also available in 8.75 x 5.75 inches
Item: ANTDS

Scarab journal in Italian antiqued leather. 
This gorgeous vintage style distressed leather is never the same 
twice. Every book has it’s own unique characteristics making each an 
individual experience. 
Size: 4.5 x 6 inches.
Also available in 8.75 x 5.75 inches
Item: ANTSJ

Stone woman journal in Italian antiqued leather. 
This gorgeous vintage style distressed leather is 

never the same twice. Every book has it’s own unique 
characteristics making each an individual experience. 
Size: 8.75 x 5.75 inches
Also available in 4.5 x 6 inches.
Item: ANTCC

Viking dragon journal in Italian antiqued leather. 
This gorgeous vintage style distressed leather is never 
the same twice. Every book has it’s own unique 
characteristics making each an individual experience. 
Size: 8.75 x 5.75 inches
Also available in 4.5 x 6 inches.
Item: ANTCC

Medieval style Italian antiqued leather journal.
This gorgeous vintage style distressed leather is never the same twice. Every book has it’s own 
unique characteristics making each an individual experience. 
Size: 8.75 x 5.75 inches
Item: ANTMEDS



Where can the logos can be added?
Your logo can be added to the front or back cover or flap of the books depending on the logos di-
mensions. Pictured here are some examples of: etched monograms, handcarved monograms and 
journals featuring a customized leather tag with a quote added to it. 

Monograms added 
to outside of book 
and to inside page. 
Also, a great way to 
brand your store!

Handcarved logo 
added on the outside 
of the book. “Tr” 
hand painted black. 

Traveller’s journal 
style book. 

Message added on the outside 
of the book in a lighter colour 
of leather and riveted into 
place. Also, a great way to add 
your slogans or branding!

Custom stamps embossed 
into pocket sized books. 

We have a selection of stamps 
already made that can be made 
into books for your store or 
you can requestion your own 
logo or symbol for multiple 
orders. 
Pictured in gold and dark 
brown. 



Custom statement books:

17x11 inch custom book cover with personalized 
message and matching bookmark. 
We can create a wide variety of shapes for the 
tags and can customize them to your preference. 
This option can be a great way to add your slo-
gans or branding with a classy touch.

Guitar shaped guest book with large copper guitar pick closure. This book has been completely 
designed by us and is available to custom order. 



Large custom orders with the same design:

Alberta design is available to 
order. It comes with the 
Alberta logo located on the 
flap and jewellers brass 
Alberta shield. 
Can be made in a variety of 
different colours.
Size: 6x9 inches
Paper: Card Stock
Item: ALBERTASHJ

Other Alberta themed items are avail-
able. Please inquire. Custom themes 
are available by custom order. 

Alberta shield Ipad cases or folders. 
Can be made in a variety of different 
colours.
Size: Just slightly larger than an regu-
lar sized iPad giving extra room to 
stow a phone or papers.
Item: ALBERTACASE



Other leather items
Our custom wallets come in a variety 
of shapes, sizes and colours. All of the 
images pictured on our books in this 
catalogue can be added to the wal-
let of your choice. Each wallet can be 
either hand carved or laser etched and 
can be dyed any colour featured on 
the swatch on page 3*. Gold, silver and 
pearl overlays are also available to be 
added over any colour. The outside of 
wallet is hand stiched (Brown or Black 
thread available). 

Your logo may be able to be etched or 
carved onto the wallet of your choice 
depending on the logos dimensions. 
Please enquire for options and pricing.

*Note: all colours will pick up the natural 
highlights and lowlights found in the leather. 
While these variations add a beautiful texture 
and character to each piece it does not give 
a solid colour like industrially dyed, heavily 
chemically dyed, leathers. 

Luggage or Purse tags:

Hand stictched and stamped with our handmade metal stamps. 
Our customized luggage tags are great for corporate gifting or add on 
sales! Each tag is hand stitched and hand dyed (see page 3 for available 
colours). The images added to these luggage tags are stamped on using 
customized stamps created in our studio. In some cases custom stamps 
can be created: please enquire for options and pricing. A variety of images 
are available in stock as well. Custom metal pieces can be created for these 

items. 



iPad Cases:
Any images from the hand carved or cutout journal can be made into an iPad case. For our iPad 
cases we use the same leather featured on our hand carved journals (vegetable tanned, ethically 
sourced tooling hide that is a byproduct of the food industry). All images featured on the hand 
carved and cutaway journals from this catalogue can be added to an iPad case. We can also add 
our custom metal work to your iPad cases: please enquire for options and pricing. 

Your logo, slogans, or branding can be etched onto the front, back or flap of any iPad cases except 
those which are darker colours as the darker dye washes the logos out. In some cases we may be 
able to hand carve your logo on the iPad cases please enquire regarding availability and pricing.

All hand carved iPad cases can be dyed in any of the colours presented on page 2. Gold, silver 
and pearl overlays are also available to be added over any colour. Note: all colours will pick up the 
natural highlights and lowlights found in the leather. While these variations add a beautiful texture 
and character to each piece it does not give a solid colour like industrially dyed, heavily chemically 
dyed, leathers.

Closed and open 
views of Ipad clutch 
cases. 

Hand carved and 
tooled versions of 
iPad clutch cases. 



Guitar Straps:

Made from the same high quality thick leather as our hand carved journals and iPad cases (veg-
etable tanned, ethically sourced tooling hide that is a byproduct of the food industry) our guitar 
straps soften nicely over time. Each strap is a standard length and is fully adjustable with the stan-
dard hardware attachments. Most images featured in this catalog can be turned into a custom-
ized guitar strap: please enquire. (some colour restriction may apply). 

We can also add your logo, slogans, or branding to most straps except those which are darker 
colours as the darker dye washes the logos out. In some cases we may be able to hand carve 
your logo onto the guitar straps: please enquire regarding availability and pricing. 

All hand carved guitar starps can be dyed in any of the colours presented on page 3*. Gold, silver 
and pearl overlays are also available to be added over any colour. Some of these books are also 
hand painted with special leather paints and overlays. Please enquire for availability and pricing.

Can’t decide? Make an appoitnment and we will visit your store with our current selection and 
one of a kind options!

*Note: all colours will pick up the natural highlights and lowlights found in the leather. While these variations 
add a beautiful texture and character to each piece it does not give a solid colour like industrially dyed, heavily 
chemically dyed, leathers.

Adjustable Egyptian winged guitar strap.
Hand carved, painted and dyed.



Adjustable winged skull guitar strap. 

Ankh adjustable guitar strap with heiroglyphs. 



Stamped/embossed guitar straps. 
Please inquire about current stamp available. Pictured below: Celtic Trinity Knot

Handcarved knotwork adjustable gui-
tar strap. We do a variety of Celtic 
and Norse knotwork: please enquire.



Knotwork with stylized animal adjustable guitar strap. 

Guitar straps with cut outs. Made from thick leather which prevents the guitar strap from losing 
its shape or streching. 




